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3Time for Better English

About this Book

“Time for Better English” Book 3 is the third in a 
series that introduces ‘explicit teaching’ for grammar, 
punctuation, spelling, the presentation of text types 
and writing scaffolds. Activities have been developed 
around the NAPLAN framework for reading along 
with specific aspects, directives, suggestions and 
guidelines from the National Curriculum. 

The book will allow a student to develop a knowledge 
and understanding of grammar, conventions in 
punctuation, rules for spelling, writing skills and key 
elements of various text types.

Each unit introduces a topic using a text type. 
Activities for that unit are then developed around the 
topic. It is recommended that the teacher completes 
all activities in a unit, as each unit treats grammar, 
punctuation, spelling and writing around the subject 
of the text type. A teacher may choose to treat units 
in any order, but be mindful that the grammar and 
punctuation aspects build from unit to unit.

The topic of the text introduces the student to reading 
for understanding in a way similar to the NAPLAN 
testing program. As the student progresses through 
the units he or she becomes familiar with questioning 
about a text in this format.

In each unit, a definition, explanation and examples 
of grammar are presented for the student. Activities 
to practise the specific part of grammar are provided 

to help in the 
understanding and 
application of that 
grammar in his or 
her writing.

Different conventions 
for punctuation are 
also defined for 
the student. These are then followed by examples 
and activities for lessons in the book. As a student 
completes a unit, knowledge about the convention 
will build. This will then be reflected in the student’s 
writing.

A variety of spelling rules and activities are introduced 
throughout the book. Words for each unit come from 
the text. Word building is also treated in some units.

The student is also encouraged to complete a writing 
activity in each unit. Writing scaffolds are presented 
to help the student construct meaningful texts for a 
specific purpose.

Using “Time for Better English” will help the student 
develop skills in English. With ‘explicit teaching’ 
and practice activities, the student will gain an 
understanding of language and its conventions. 
With that understanding, the student will develop 
confidence in using grammar, punctuation and 
spelling when creating written text.

Message to Parents
This book will help parents understand grammar, punctuation, spelling and writing. 
Use that understanding to help your child develop the skills to be confident in all 
aspects of English. Encourage, praise and help where you can at home. Your 
encouragement will play a big part in your child’s learning at school and beyond.

Time for Better English 
Book 3
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4 Time for Better English

Overview/Register
An Overview for each unit of work is provided to help the busy teacher impart knowledge and understanding of conventions 
in English. The teacher can use this Overview to register work covered in each unit.

Year 3 Programme Overview

Unit
Reading and 

Writing
Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

1
Narrative 

The Lion and the 
Mouse

Common and 
Proper Nouns

Statements or 
Questions

Sentence 
Punctuation

Adding “ing”and ‘ed’  to 
one-syllable words 
Word Knowledge

2
Information 

report  
Dirt Bikes

Adjectives 
-  Classification: 
Quality/Quantity

Beginnings and 
Endings. 

Statements

Sentence 
Punctuation

“i” before “e”  
except after  “c” 
Word Matching

3 Factual recount  
Cathy Freeman

Verbs and  
Past Tense

Subject/Verb/ 
Object

Capital Letters  
and Proper Nouns

Base Words- Suffix  –“ed” 
– (with different sounds)

Syllabification

4
Visual Text 
recount   

Circus Poster        

Alliteration and 
Proper Nouns

Subject/Verb 
Agreement

Capital Letters for 
Proper Nouns

Keep the “y” to add “ing” 
Irregular Plural Nouns

5
Instruction/ 

Procedure How to 
Keep Silkworms

Adjectives  
and Nouns

Main Clause− 
Dependent Clause

Contractions 
eg, It is  - it’s. 

use of the 
Apostrophe

Words ending in one “f” 
change “f” to “v” and add 

“es” Word Patterns 
 “ow” & “ou”

6 Poem  
The Noisy Night

Action Verbs; 
Noun groups

Compound 
Sentences Conjunction “and” 

Words ending in “ie” change 
“ie” to “y” before adding “ing”. 
For Past Tense just add “ed” 

Synonyms

7 Description 
The Goanna

Adjectives – 
Number/Size/
Colour/Shape

Subject/Verb 
Agreement

Commas between 
Adjectives in a list 
when describing 

Nouns

Words with a consonant 
followed by ‘y’ change ‘y’ 
to ‘i’ before adding ‘ing’ 

Antonyms

8 Narrative  
The Missing Ring

Personal Pronouns 
First, Second, 
Third  Person – 

Singular and Plural

Pronoun/Noun 
Agreement

Quotation Marks/ 
Speech

Silent letters – “k” 
Compound Words

9

Menu  
Wanda the Witch’s 

Weird and Wonderful 
Cafe

Describing 
Adjectives

Adjectival Clauses 
as Dependent 

Clauses

Commas in Clauses 
and between items 
or names in a list

Forming adverbs adding – 
“ly” to adjectives. 

Word Patterns “ow” and “ou”

10
recount  

Postcard from New 
Zealand

Adverbs - use to 
show how, when, 
where and why.

Adverbial Phrases

Capitals for Forms 
of Address (Mr 
Smith, Doctor 

Jones) and  Subject 
Headings (English, 

Science)

Prefix “all” -  
drop one “l”.   

11 Information report 
Earthquakes

Adjectives – 
Comparative and 

Superlative 
Technical 
Language

using Adjectives to 
compare size.

Capital Letters for 
Titles and Headings 

in Text Types

using “full” as a Suffix.   
Drop one “l”. 

12
Exposition  

Why Should We Eat 
Breakfast?

Prepositions 
Adverbial Phrases 
using Prepositions

Arguing a point of 
view using Modal 
Verbs & Adverbs

Contraction 
–  “not” using an 

apostrophe eg, can 
not = can’t it is = it’s

Singular words ending in 
“ay” “ey” “oy” add “s”  

for plural  Word Matching  
and revision

13
Timetable Narrative 

Zone Athletics 
Carnival

Identifying 
Preposition or 

Adverb

using a Preposition 
or an Adverb in a 

Sentence.

Paragraphs 
Breaking text into 
meaningful ideas.

Nouns ending in s,x,z,sh  
and ch add “es” to form  
the plural. Syllabification

14 Explanation  
How do Planes Fly?

Nouns and  
Noun groups.  

Topic Information 
Technical 
Language

Cause and Effect. 
Conjunctions 
Sequence of 

Events

Apostrophes for 
Possession 

eg, Mary’s cat 
Sam’s car

Homophones 
Syllabification and  
rhyming Words

15 Narrative 
A Scottish Story

Possessive 
Pronouns and  
Noun groups

Saying Verbs Exclamation Mark
Some Nouns are always 

in the plural, eg, scissors. 
rhyming Words, Editing Text
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Unit Text Type Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

16
Procedure  

Growing a Potato 
Plant

Articles  
Definite “the” and  
Indefinite “a” “an”

Complex Sentences 
and Action Verbs

Quoted Speech 
and Inverted 

Commas

Most Nouns ending in 
“o” add “es” to form  

the plural. 

17
request and a 

recount  
For Sale

relating Verbs 
am, is, are, 
was,were 

have, has, had, 
having

Simple  Present 
Tense 

Capital Letters 
for Addresses, 
Months  and  
Special Days

“Q” is always followed 
by “u”  

Except in QANTAS 
Word Meanings

18
Exposition  

Annoying Animals!

Modal Verbs, 
Adverbs and 
Adjectives

Complex Sentences 
using Adjectival 

Clauses 
Topic Sentences

Sequencing 
Events

Silent “e” at end of word 
Syllabification

19
Factual recount 
The Landing on  

the Moon

Verbs and the  
Past Tense. 

Past Tense or 
Present Tense?

Technical Words

Capital Letters for 
Proper Nouns, and 
Personal Pronoun  

“I”, Full Stop

Words ending in ‘e’ drop 
“e” to add “ing”

20
Discussion  

Would It Be Good 
To Be a Dog?

revision  
Nouns, Verbs, 

Adjectives, 
Adverbs and 

Personal Pronouns

revision
Prepositions and 

Conjunctions 
Similes

revision 
Contractions 

Book Titles and 
Capital Letters

Most nouns just add “s” 
to make them plural.

21
response  
The Tunnel

Verbs and Tense 
The Present 
Continuous 

using the Present 
Participle with 
Helping Verbs  
(am, is, are)

Commas in Lists 
and between 

Phrases
Homophones 

22
Personal recount  

Mary’s Story

Verbs and Tense 
Simple Past 

Tense; The Past 
Continuous

using the Present 
Participle with Past 
Tense Helping Verbs 

(was/were) 

Correct Sentence 
Structure and 

run-on Sentences 
with “then”

Nouns ending in “l” 
double the “l” to add  

“ed” and “ing” 
Word meanings 

Editing text

23
Exposition  

Please Fix Our 
Playground

Thinking Verbs and 
a Helping Verb in 
the Future Tense

using Pronouns 
for Nouns or Noun 

groups
Contractions

Compound Words 
Silent Letter Words  

eg, limb

24
Narrative  

Lulu’s Surprise
Feeling Verbs 

Irregular Verbs in the 
Past and Present 

Tense

Quoted Speech 
and Inverted 

Commas

Tense –  
present to past tense.  

Antonyms – Words 
opposite in meaning

25
Poem  

Sir Custard

Adverbs of Time 
Adverbs  and/or 

Adverbial Phrases

Subject/Verb 
Agreement

Conjunctions  
“and” “but” “so”

Homophones 
Silent Letters 
Syllabification

26
Index Description 
The Living World

Adverbs of 
Place Adverbs & 

Adverbial Phrases

Complex  Sentences 
Adverbial Clauses

Apostrophe for 
Possession and 
for Contractions

“ph” words with sound 
of “f” Plural Nouns 

Syllabification

27
Information report  

Seals

using Effective 
Adjectives to 

describe Nouns

using Technical 
Language. 

Better words for 
“said”

Question and  
Exclamation Marks 

Full Stop 
Comma

root Word –Aqua 
Word Chains 

Adverbs from Nouns 
Editing Text

28
Explanation 

What is Gravity?

relative Pronouns 
and Adjectival 

Clauses

Simple and 
Compound 
Sentences

Paragraphs
root Word-Astro 

Prefix - “tri” words 
Homophones

29
Narrative 

The Accident

Demonstrative 
Adjectives  

gender –Masculine 
Feminine Common  

Neuter

Changing  meaning 
by changing gender  

in sentences

Capital Letters for 
Titles

Antonyms  
Homophones

30
Procedure  

How to Make Salt 
Dough Ornaments

rEVISION 
Adjectives, Nouns 
Verbs & Adverbs

Complex Sentences  
and Dependent 

Clauses

revision – Capital 
Letter Full 

Stop Inverted 
Comma Comma 
Question Mark & 
Exclamation Mark

Suffixes Word Matching 
Abbreviations
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6 Time for Better English

One sunny afternoon, a lion was sleeping, when he was awakened by a mouse running over his face.  
He was angry at being disturbed during his nap, and he caught the tiny creature in his huge paw, and 
roared, “I’m going to eat you in one gulp!”

The mouse begged for his life, and said, “If you will let me go, one day 
I might be able to repay your kindness.”

The lion laughed loudly at this idea, but he let the mouse go.  Shortly 
after this, the lion was captured by hunters who tied him up so he 
could not escape.  The brave mouse saw that the lion needed help 
and creeping past the hunters, he gnawed through the thick ropes 
with his needle-sharp teeth and freed him.  The mouse had indeed 
repaid the lion’s kindness and the surprised lion was very grateful to his 
little friend.

1. Shade the bubble that best answers each question.

 a. Which word tells us that the lion was   
  angry at being woken up?

   disturbed      roared 

    laughed     nap

 c. What was this idea in the story?

   The lion being woken up.

   The mouse freeing the lion.

    The lion eating the mouse.

   The mouse doing something for the lion.

 e. Which words in the story tell us what  
  the mouse was like?

    angry, tiny

    brave, tiny

    sleeping, brave

    grateful, brave

b. How can we tell this is not a true story?

  Lions don’t nap.

  Animals don’t talk.

  Hunters don’t catch lions.

  Mice don’t have sharp teeth.

d. Why was the lion surprised?

  He didn’t expect to be woken up.

  He didn’t expect to be captured.

  He didn’t think a mouse could help.

  He didn’t think the mouse could talk.

f. What is the lesson of the story?

  Lions can be kind.

  Mice can be useful.

  Animals help each other.

  Friends do what they say.

2. Complete the following:

 a. What type of afternoon was it in the story?  

 b. How did the hunters secure the lion?  

 c. How did the mouse free the lion?  

 d. Write two other words that mean the same as ‘huge’.  

Unit One   The Lion and the Mouse                                                        Narrative
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1.  Sort the following nouns into the correct group below.

 February, dog, box, Roma, telephone, Paul, Samuel, pencil, book, house, lion, Zoe, Jack,  
 mouse, face, Emily, life, paw, Max, teeth, Charlotte, Wednesday, Sydney, Brisbane

PrOPEr NOuNS

A. Grammar
12

1

2

3

4
567

8

9

10
11

Nouns - 
Common or            
Proper and 

Simple Sentences

Sentences
A Simple Sentence contains one complete idea. It can state a fact or ask a question.

2. Read each statement below then use the given word to write a question.  
 Remember to use a question mark (?) at the end of your sentence.

 a. The picnic was yesterday.  When  

 b. They will be late home.    Why    

 c. The rain was very heavy.    How    

 d. Her book was in her bag.    Where 

 
B.  Punctuation

A Simple Sentence that is a statement begins with a capital letter, contains one  
complete idea and ends with a full stop. Proper Nouns also begin with a capital letter.

3. Write these sentences on the lines below using the correct punctuation.

  our class went to canberra on the train there we saw the prime minister and the governor    
  general  we went home on tuesday  we all had a great time our next excursion is to sydney

  

  

  

COMMON NOuNS

Nouns
Common Nouns name objects and begin with a small letter. 

Proper nouns name people and places and begin with a capital letter.
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Spelling Rule

Words with a single vowel, ending in a single consonant, double  
the last consonant before adding “ing” or “ed”: 

3.	 Follow	the	rule	to	complete	these	words	correctly.		The	first	one	is	done	for	you.

“ed” words“ing” words
a. sun  sunning 

b. beg

c.  hug

d. run

e. sit

f. quiz

g. pat  patted 

h. bug

i.  tug

j. bar

k. fit

l. pin

C. Spelling
Use look, say, cover, write and check to learn the words in the list.  
When	you	have	finished	learning	the	words,	write	them	in	alphabetical	order	in	column	C. 
1. a. List b. Practice c. Alphabetical Order

  because  

  welcome    

  jacket  

  key  

  happen  

  feather  

  flower  

  drag  

  once  

  safety  

2. Complete each sentence using the correct list word.

         feather       flower        Safety    happen  jacket

 a. Remember to take your  to wear.

 b.  First is important.

 c. This  belongs to that bird.

 d. What will  when we go on holidays?

 e. What colour is your favourite ?

12 1
2

3

4
567

8

9

10

11

RULe -  
adding “ing”  
and “ed” to  
one-syllable  

words
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D. Writing 

A narrative scaffold requires an orientation, complication and resolution.

 Complete the narrative about “The Brave Mouse”.

 Orientation: 

 

 

 

 Complication: 

 

 

 

 

 Resolution:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where and when did 
this story happen? 

Who are the 
characters?

What is the  
problem?

Use action and  
feeling verbs.

How will the  
problem be  

solved?

Use adjectives  
and adverbs to  

make your writing 
interesting.
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Answers
unit 1  The Lion and the Mouse                  Narrative
reading P. 6 
1. a. roared   b. Animals don’t talk   c. The mouse doing something for the lion.    
 d. He didn’t think a mouse could help. e. brave, tiny  f. Friends do what they say. 
2. a. sunny   b. tied him up   c. with his teeth   d. big, large
grammar P. 7 
1. Common Nouns:  dog, box, telephone, pencil, book, house, lion,  
 mouse, face, life, paw, teeth,  
     Proper Nouns:  February, Roma, Paul, Samuel, Zoe, Jack, Emily, Max,   
 Charlotte, Wednesday, Sydney, Brisbane
Sentences  P.7 
2. a. When was the picnic?       b. Why will they be late home?    
 c. How heavy was the rain?   d. Where was her book?   
Punctuation P.7 
3. Our class went to Canberra on the train.    
 There we saw the Prime Minister and the Governor-General.    
 We went home on Tuesday. We all had a great time.  
 Our next excursion is to Sydney.
Spelling  P. 8 
AO = because, drag, feather, flower, happy, jacket, key, once, safety, welcome
2. a. jacket   b. Safety   c. feather   d. happen   e. flower
3.  “ing” words –b.  begging,   c. hugging,  d. running,   e. sitting,  f. quizzing
     “ed” words – h. bugged,   i. tugged   j. barred   k. fitted   l. pinned

unit 2     Dirt Bikes       Information report
reading P. 10 
1. a. They are ready to take risks   b. what riders do   c. back-flip    
 d.  “All About Dirt Bikes”  e. very fast   f. not afraid   g. children and teenagers 
2.  a and c.
grammar P. 11 
1. a. light   b. sloppy   c. bigger   d. skilled   e. newest   f. special    
 g. super-cross   h. outdoor   i. breakneck 
2. Quality:  blue, light, rusty, beautiful, wide, happy.    
 Quantity:  two, seven, fourteen, most, few, millions
Sentences  P.11 
3. a – j;  b – i;  c – g; d – f; e - h
Punctuation P.11 
4. a, b, e, f, g, i
Spelling P.12 
AO =  bike, brake, light, means, metres, place, popular, queen,  
  someone, speech 
2.  a. brake   b. speech   c. popular   d. queen   e. means   f. bike    
 g. metres   h. someone 
3. popular  - being liked by many;   brake – it stops a car or bike;    
 speech – a talk to an audience;   queen – a ruler of a nation; 
4. a. receive; b. believe; c. pier; d. pierce; e. niece; f. brief;  g. thief;  h. chief
Writing P. 13 
1. I think they look like aliens.  Many other insects have feelers. 
2. Teacher

unit 3  Cathy Freeman  Factual recount
reading P. 14 
1. a. one  b. Lighting the Olympic flame. c. 1990 d. stopped running  e. admiring 
2. a. Cathy was in trouble for carrying two flags around the track.    
 b. Cathy’s wonderful achievement was winning a gold medal in the 400m   
     race at the Sydney Olympics.
grammar P.15 
1. a. won   b. ran   c. went   d. trained   e. supported 
2.  a. played   b. needed   c. did   d. jumped   e. wanted   f. gave    
 g. skipped   h. trained   i. won
Sentences  P.15 
3. a. Cathy Freeman (S)  was born (V) in Mackay (O)    
 b. Cathy (S) won (V) a silver medal (O)    
 c. She (S) carried (V) two flags (O) 
 d. Many people (S) supported (V) her (O)
Punctuation P.15 
4. a. Cathy Freeman was a great athlete.   b. Queensland has a long coastline.    
 c. At Surfers Paradise there are many beaches.    
 d. Cathy won a medal in the Sydney Olympics..
5.  a. Monday b. Canberrac. teacher d. Pacific Ocean e. Murray River  f. December
Spelling  P.16 
AO = chief, first, girl, honour, medal, paid, people, relay, trouble, young 
2. med – al;  trou – ble;   re – lay;   peo – ple; hon – our;  
3. a. medal   b. honour   c. chief   d. people   e. trouble 
4.  ‘t’ – cracked, laughed, touched, stepped,    
 ‘d’ – observed, rescued,   ‘ed’ – landed, matted, added 
Writing  P.17 
1.  Teacher       2.  felt, had, ate, told, were, kept, began, passed, sped   
unit 4  Circus Poster  Visual Text
reading P. 18 
1. a. 6   b. 16   c. You can probably pat lambs in the petting zoo.    

 d. patting   e. do tricks 
2. a. Teacher.   b. They all start with the same letter as their act (alliteration)
grammar P. 19 
1. a. ponies   b. juggling   c. dogs   d. bike   e. wire walking    
2. dogs – Dean; wirewalker – Wendy;  ponies – Princess Poppy;  
 bike – Bikie Bill;  juggler – Jake; clown – Carlos
Sentences  P. 19 
3. a. is   b. were   c. swims   d. has   e. come
Punctuation P. 19 
4.  a. Sydney   b. John   c. Canberra   d. Murray River   e. Christmas Day    
 f. Alice, Jack, Samuel, Uluru
Spelling P. 20 
AO = before, castle, children, circus, clowns, crowd, daily, honour, Saturday, two 
2. a. children   b. mouse   c. teeth   d. men   e. women 
3.  a. buying   b. playing   c. saying   d. carrying   e. marrying    
 f. tidying   r. hurrying   h. paying   i. enjoying
Writing P.21 
1. a. The band played a happy tune and the ponies trotted in a circle. 
 b. I liked the clowns and my sister liked the ponies.

unit 5  How to Keep Silkworms       Instruction/Procedure
reading  P. 22 
1. a. the moths   b. come out   c. Punch holes in the lid for air.    
 d. Silkworms moult four times.   e. mulberry leaves   f. inform
2. a. A silkworm lives about a month. b. ‘Moulting’ means casting off their skins.    
 c. You must take out all the old leaves.  d. teacher
grammar  P.23 
1. & 2. clean, moist, special, expensive, cardboard, good, lettuce, creamy,   
  rotting, small 
3. a – k;   b – m;  c – p;   d – o;   e – i   f – n;   g – j;    h – l
Sentences  P. 23 
4.  a. Tom decided to keep silkworms  because he wanted a hobby.    
 b. Tom had to save ten dollars   Before going to the Easter Show 
 c. It was raining today  when he woke up.     
 d. Will you go to the swimming club   when it begins tonight? 
 e. The lady held the baby  because it was crying.  
Punctuation P. 23 
5.  a. I’ll  b. it’s  c. I’m  d. he’s  e. isn’t   f. wasn’t  g. you’re  h. weren’t   i. don’t
Spelling P. 24
AO = between, clean, four, keep, leaf, leaves, might, remember, require, special 
2. ‘ow’ how, now, bow, ‘ou’ pouch, ground, pounce,  ‘ow’ crown, brown, drown 
3.  a. pouch   b. bough   c. ground   d. crowd 
4. a. thieves   b. shelves   c. wives   d. halves   e. leaves   f. calves 
5. a. werr = were  thefs = thieves;   b. shelfs = shelves, loafs = loaves    
 c. leavs = leaves
Writing P. 25 
1. Correct Order of Steps = 1/b   2/d   3/a   4/ c   5/e       2. Teacher

unit 6  The Noisy Night  Poem
reading P. 26 
1. a. The family lives near the beach.   b. rain on the roof   c. soft    
 d. scritch   e. not able to sleep   f. falls asleep again 
2. a. slam   b. wail   c. beep   d. crash   e. click   f. yowl   g. pit-a-pat    
 h. scritch   i. yawn   j. woof 
3.   a. rain   b. gate   c. yawn   d. seashore  e. again  f. roof
grammar P. 27 
1. a. give   b. locks  c. hear   d. cover
Sentences P. 27 
2. crashed, raced, cried, hurried, did, carried, decided, unpack, read,   
 explained, escape
Punctuation  P.27 
3. a. He had three dogs, but only one dog was sick.    
 b. The children were skipping and they were happy.    
 c. Many people saw the game and our team won.    
 d.  It rained this morning, but now it is fine.    
 e. The teacher was sick and he went home.
Spelling  P.28 
AO = again, brother, gate, noise, quite, sleep, stretch, wail, waves, yawn 
2. a – h, b – i, c – f, d – j, e - g 
3. a. yorn = yawn, b. noyse = noise, c. strech = stretch, d. qite = quite,  
 e. wavs = waves 
4.  vying, vied;  dying, died;  lying, tied 
5.  a. tie   b. died   c. lying
Writing P. 29 
1. a. bark   b. buzz   c. baa   d. moo   e. beep   f. purr   g. hiss    
 h.splash   i. cheep   j. quack
2. moo/ coo, quack/ crack, roar/caw, howl/growl,  clap/flap, small

unit 7         The goannna           Description
reading  P. 30 
1. a, b, c, g, h, i, j, k, l
2. a.  i. fight with claws and tail    ii. run away fast on its back legs.    
 b. Teacher / blend into environment, not easily seen    
 c.  i. climb trees   ii. fight    d. They are curved backwards to hold onto prey.
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4. a. thieves   b. shelves   c. wives   d. halves   e. leaves   f. calves 
5. a. werr = were  thefs = thieves;   b. shelfs = shelves, loafs = loaves    
 c. leavs = leaves
Writing P. 25 
1. Correct Order of Steps = 1/b   2/d   3/a   4/ c   5/e       2. Teacher

unit 6  The Noisy Night  Poem
reading P. 26 
1. a. The family lives near the beach.   b. rain on the roof   c. soft    
 d. scritch   e. not able to sleep   f. falls asleep again 
2. a. slam   b. wail   c. beep   d. crash   e. click   f. yowl   g. pit-a-pat    
 h. scritch   i. yawn   j. woof 
3.   a. rain   b. gate   c. yawn   d. seashore  e. again  f. roof
grammar P. 27 
1. a. give   b. locks  c. hear   d. cover
Sentences P. 27 
2. crashed, raced, cried, hurried, did, carried, decided, unpack, read,   
 explained, escape
Punctuation  P.27 
3. a. He had three dogs, but only one dog was sick.    
 b. The children were skipping and they were happy.    
 c. Many people saw the game and our team won.    
 d.  It rained this morning, but now it is fine.    
 e. The teacher was sick and he went home.
Spelling  P.28 
AO = again, brother, gate, noise, quite, sleep, stretch, wail, waves, yawn 
2. a – h, b – i, c – f, d – j, e - g 
3. a. yorn = yawn, b. noyse = noise, c. strech = stretch, d. qite = quite,  
 e. wavs = waves 
4.  vying, vied;  dying, died;  lying, tied 
5.  a. tie   b. died   c. lying
Writing P. 29 
1. a. bark   b. buzz   c. baa   d. moo   e. beep   f. purr   g. hiss    
 h.splash   i. cheep   j. quack
2. moo/ coo, quack/ crack, roar/caw, howl/growl,  clap/flap, small

unit 7         The goannna           Description
reading  P. 30 
1. a, b, c, g, h, i, j, k, l
2. a.  i. fight with claws and tail    ii. run away fast on its back legs.    
 b. Teacher / blend into environment, not easily seen    
 c.  i. climb trees   ii. fight    d. They are curved backwards to hold onto prey.
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